In this work, we propose a filter using adaptive sliding window based on a fuzzy filter to reduce impulse noise corruption in the image sequence. Two uncorrupted pixels are selected from w t and w t+1 windows. An effective method for reducing of impulse noise and obtaining a fast computation time process is presented in our research paper by adopting a fuzzy theory. Fuzzy is knowledge-based and robust, that cause several methods based on fuzzy method will get a better result in the filtering image. Experimental results of quantitative and qualitative parameters have provided a high Mean Structural Similarity (MSSIM) index, a high Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), a good visual result and a fast computing time at various percentages of impulse noise densities in the image sequence.
Introduction
Image sequence processing is a field that continues to grow, with new applications being developed in many aspects. Image sequence processing usually refers to a two-dimensional digital signal processing by using a computer. Displaying several frames of two-dimensional images in the sequence image creates the illusion of motion.
The image sequences are likely to be corrupted by noise due to bad acquisition in transmission or in the recording process (1, 2, 3) . The noise can be visible as the stains of noise or the disturbance pixel. The denoising process is always accompanied by the loss of image details (4) . One type of the disturbance in the digital image is impulse noise. Impulse noise is short-duration noise that occurs in the digital image due to errors in the switching, interference from the channel or due to atmospheric disturbances during image transmission (5) .
Impulse noise is modeled as several bit errors in the signal values during transmitting the images or video sequences over noisy data links (6) . For removing impulse noise in the image sequence is needed the filtering process. The filtering process in the image sequence refers to a set of digital image related to a noise removal contents.
Many impulse noises-removal techniques have been developed to suppress impulse noise while preserving image details (7, 8, 9) . Median filter is the most popular kind of nonlinear filter that has been extensively used for removing of impulse noise due to its simplicity (10) . Median filters are known to remove impulse noise and preserve edges. However, a standard median filter has a low capability to reduce the artifacts of the highly corrupted image. The median filter still blurry in some fine details and often damages edges when it is applied to the digital images uniformly (11) .
Lone Diagonal Sorting (LDS) algorithm uses diagonal sorting direction, which applied in the current frames (12) .
The sorting process is only conducted on the diagonal part of the sample pixel window. Because of the analysis is only on the diagonal direction which causes the quality of the filtering result not well enough.
The output of non-recursive filter structure depends only on the input. It has no feedback paths. Meanwhile, the output recursive filter structures depend both on the input and on the previous output. It has feedback paths. Recursive implementations also require smaller memory space than non-recursive implementation (13) . Recursive filters are an The frame has been filtered
Window-2 Fig. 1 . Illustration of the corrupted image sequence filters.
efficient way to remove impulse noise. However, they have less performance and flexibility than other digital filters. Recursive implementations also require smaller memory space than non-recursive implementation (13) .
We adopt a fuzzy in our research, It is knowledge-based and robust, that cause several methods based on fuzzy sets will get a better result in the image processing (14, 15) . In order to overcome the drawback of the previous research, an effective method for reducing of impulse noise and obtaining a fast computation time process is proposed in our research paper by adopting a fuzzy theory.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Explanation of our proposed method is presented in the Section 2. The simulation result is discussed in Section 3. Finally, the conclusion of our research is presented in Section 4.
Proposed Method
In this paper, we propose a filter using adaptive sliding window based on fuzzy filter. The sliding window is illustrated in f(x, y, t) and f(x, y, t+1) frames as shown in Fig.1 . Meanwhile, the filtering process is presented in Fig.  2 . A sample pixel window in the f(x, y, t) frame is symbolized by w t , whereas for the f(x, y, t+1) frame is symbolized w t+1 . Two uncorrupted pixels (P 1 and P 2 ) are selected from w t and w t+1 . Furthermore, the weight values of p 1 and p 2 are obtained by using a fuzzy method. The selection process of two pixels is described in the subsection 2.1.
Description of the corrupted image sequence filters starting from left to the right side on Fig.1 is divided into three parts. The first part is f(x, y, t-1) and f(x, y, t-2) frames as the corrupted pixel that will be filtered. The second part is f(x, y, t) as the filtering process in the current frame. The last part on the right-side of Fig.1 is the frame that has been filtered.
Sample Pixel Window
Sample pixel window w t and w t +1 are successively taken from the current frame of f(x, y, t) and f(x, y, t+1). Matrix size for the w t and w t+1 has the similar size. Both are 3x3. Both of matrices can be written in the mathematical formulation as shown in Eqs.1 and 2. The w t and w t+1 windows shift together at the similar coordinates for each frame.
(1)
Two uncorrupted pixels are selected from w t and w t+1 windows. The first, two pixels are searched in the w t frame sequences starting from the Horizontal direction (H), Vertical direction (V), Left Diagonal (LD) and Right Diagonal (RD), as shown in Fig.3 . Two pixels in the w t window are taken only if the position of the uncorrupted pixel direction as illustrated in Fig.3 . The second, if two pixels are not found in the w t window, then continued by combining of w t and w t+1 windows are shown in Fig.4 . Figure 4 shows a combination of the two pixels election. One pixel is taken from w t and one other pixel from w t+1 . The similar way is also applied to another direction. 
Fuzzy
We use two Membership Functions. Membership Function (MF) is used to the pixel that symbolized by (MF P ), and for noise symbolized by (MF N ). Meanwhile, MF for the output is similar with MF for pixel. Those have five memberships. MF P for P 1 and P 2 are illustrated in Fig.2 that is obtained from the graph of MF as shown in Fig.5 .
Membership from the pixel intensity (0-255) is divided into five among others are Low (L), Low Medium (LM), Medium (M), Medium High (MH) and High (H). The membership function of pixel intensity uses MF triangle.
is the membership degree of MF. Furthermore, MF for noise (MFN) is shown in Fig.6 . Membership degree ( ) value can be calculated using Eqs. (3) and (4) 
Simulation Result
Akiyo and xylophone image sequences have been used to test the performance of filtering results in the several methods. Images will be corrupted by salt-and-pepper noise at different noise densities, start from low noise (10%) up to high noise (90%). This paper presents a set of qualitative and quantitative scores designed to assess performance of any filtering methods.
Qualitative Parameter
Qualitative measurements are ways of collecting data, which are concerned with visual observation of the filtering results. The numerous advantages of qualitative methods provide a depth of understanding of visual quality of the filtering performance process. The qualitative investigation is more informative as shown in Figs. 9 to 12. Figures 9 and  11 are the sample frames visual result of the filtering process in several methods to reduce a high impulse noise density (50% and 90%), respectively. Figure 9 (a) is the corrupted image of impulse noise density 50%, original information about Akiyo image is still visible, although the image quality is very low. Adaptive median filtering results are still contained much noise as shown in Fig.9(b). Fig 9(c) is LDS filtering results. It still looks noise and there are certain parts have a damaged area such as Akiyo hair, television, etc. Figures 9(d) and (e) are the filtering results of non-recursive and recursive, respectively. Both methods have a rough texture. Fig 9(f) is the filtering result of the proposed method. Figure 12 (a) is the corrupted image of impulse noise density 90%, original information about xylophone image is not visible. Adaptive median filtering results are still contained much noise. The image appears spots that tend white color as shown in Fig.12(b) . Figure 12(c) is LDS filtering results. LDS method has a better quality than Adaptive Median. However, the image quality is still low. The filtering results of non-recursive and recursive as shown in Figs.12(d) and (e) have rough texture. Both methods have an impulse noise with black dominant color. Fig 9(f) is the filtering result of the proposed method. Our method is better than Figs.(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) .
Meanwhile, Figures.10 and 12 are SSIM map that is used to analysis performance of the filtering result. SSIM index is calculated within the local window (15) . The higher illumination of the SSIM index maps, the quality image of the filtering result is more similar to the original image and vice versa. SSIM map of our method has a higher illumination color. Figure 10 (a) is SSIM map of the Akiyo corrupted image (50%). It has a black dominant color in all image area. SSIM map of adaptive median method has a lower illumination as shown in Fig.10(b) . Meanwhile, LDS method in Fig.10 Furthermore, Fig.12(a) is SSIM map of the Xylophone corrupted image (90%) has a black color in all image area. SSIM map of Adaptive Median method in Fig.12(b) has a black dominant color. Meanwhile, SSIM map of LDS method in a higher impulse noise as shown in Fig.12 (c) also has black dominant color. However, edge texture of xylophone image is a little visible. Figures 12(d) and (e) are SSIM maps from non-recursive and recursive methods. Both methods have the illumination quality almost similar with an Adaptive Median method. Meanwhile, SSIM map of our method in Fig 12(f) has a higher illumination than Figs.12(a), (b) , (c), (d) and (e). SSIM map of our method
Quantitative Parameter
The quantitative analysis can give more precise and objective information about the filtering result using the numeric data evaluation. The quantitative parameter measurements used to compare the restoration performance of various filters were the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Structural Similarity (MSSIM) index for measuring the similarity between two images. In addition, the computing time is also used for calculating the length from the computation time of the filtering process. PSNR parameter is often used as a benchmark level of similarity between the final filtering image result that has been reconstructed (f'(x,y)) and the reference image (f(x,y)). Equation (8) is used to calculate PSNR result of the filtering results. M is column and N is row of the image. The bigger PSNR value, the better image quality and vice versa. Meanwhile, MMSIM index is calculated by using Eq. (9) . Where, x and y are the reference image and the distorted images, respectively. x j an y j are the image contents at the local window. Furthermore, M is the number of local windows in the image (16) . (9) MSSIM index values of Akiyo and Xylophone are presented in Figs.15 and 16 , respectively. Figures 15 and 16 have SSIM index value almost similar to the recursive method in the impulse noise density 10% and 20%. Furthermore, SSIM index has higher value than Adaptive Median, LDS, Non-recursive and recursive methods at impulse noise densities more than 20%.
Furthermore, computation time results of Akiyo and Xylophone in our proposed method in the impulse noise 10% is a little faster than Recursive method as shown in Figs.17 and 18 . While, our proposed method is seen more quickly in the computation time process than all comparison methods at impulse noise densities more than 20% up to 90%. 
Conclusions
Generally, the complex image processing requires a long time in the computing time to optimize the filtering result. Therefore, it is important to obtain a good visual result and a fast computation time in the filtering process. Adaptive sliding window based on a fuzzy filter to reduce impulse noise corruption in the image sequence is proposed. An effective method for reducing an impulse noise and obtaining a fast computation time process is obtained by reducing input fuzzy to become two inputs (P 1 and P 2 ). Experimental results of quantitative and qualitative parameters have a good result.
For future work, we have plans to create Universal filter by combining the capability of our proposed method with Gaussian filter.
